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Session Structure
1. Background of social science in mountain biking

◦ Theoretical basis
◦ Past research

2. Current social science in mountain biking
◦ My research

3. Future directions for research
◦ Your input













Yancey’s Ridge Warrior’s Creek
• A point-to-point trail that requires a long uphill ride on gravel forest roads before or after the trail.

• Trail itself trends mostly downhill.

• Takes ~2.5 hours for an average ability-level mountain biker to traverse.

• Trail is a network of connected historic carriage roads and forest service firebreaks with little planning or 
ongoing maintenance.

• Extreme isolation requires extreme preparedness; longest hike out can exceed 4 hours.  Riders need to bring 
many tools and emergency spare parts, extra water, food, and first aid.

• Other parts of trail are never within line of sight; group of riders is truly alone in woods together and form 
closer camaraderie within their group.

• Naturally-eroded trail tread is wider and has many unique dirt formations that make challenging or fun riding 
features, with many places to safely stand on side of features within trail and bond within group by 
“sessioning” a particular feature on or stretch of the trail.

• Ride is distinctly broken into halves:  “boring” climbing up gravel roads or jeep trails, and descending the 
actual trails.

• Group has extended period of time on climbing portions to bond with each other over the activity, either 
anticipating the trail to come and its challenges and thrills, reminiscing about other rides and comparing them 
to the coming one, or recalling the trail just traversed, giving each rider ample chance to elaborate on their 
personal narrative of the ride and compare it to others’.

• Trail traverses multiple distinct biomes and habitats, with many opportunities for scenic overlooks, natural 
rock formations, waterfalls off the trail, and animals deep within their natural habitat.

• Whole traverse being split between climbing/descending makes for poor “workout” experience; some group 
members excel on climb, others are more skilled at descending, allowing each to feel masterful at some point.

• Frequent group-wide pauses while traversing trail lead to constant discourse about the experience, forming a 
distinct narrative that can be more easily recalled and reflected upon later, bolstering intra-group camaraderie 
and attachment to the trail itself and to mountain biking.

• A loop that begins and ends at a campground parking lot.

• Trail flows uphill and downhill with great variety.

• Takes ~1.25 hours for an average ability-level mountain biker to traverse.

• Trail was exhaustively planned and built by machine in the 21st century, routinely maintained to remove 
unwanted bumps, roots, rocks, etc.

• Trail doubles back on itself frequently, furthest point is little more than an hour hike from the trail origin.  
Little need to carry spares, food, and large amounts of water.

• Other trail users are frequently visible, either increasing camaradarie with whole activity rather than 
within the group in some, and frustrating others due to disruption of activity due to frequently having to 
navigate around others.

• Machine-groomed trail is very narrow; riders have to go off the trail to pass other riders or talk to each 
other side-by-side, potentially blocking the trail, with no possibility for full group conversations until the 
end of a full loop in the parking lot.

• Well-planned, machine-built trail is consistently engaging with a “rollercoaster” type feel; “boring” 
climbing is minimized as much as possible by spreading it over the whole loop.

• Group only has time to reflect back on ride in parking lot, wherein many likely have to take trips in 
separate cars back to their own houses.  Rather than being quasi-forced to engage as in the case of being 
forced to climb back to their cars, they can leave at any time, and may or may not develop a leisure 
experience from the ride based on reflection on the activity.

• Relatively homogenous landscape in one distinct habitat around lake.  Some scenic views of lake, mostly 
winding in/around creekbeds near lake.

• Constant undulations require consistent pedaling and technical descending skill throughout; less 
physically fit members may be left behind or feel discouraged, more fit members may feel bored.

• Whole group cannot pause and discourse due to narrow trail and concentrated, high use; narrative 
formation requires multiple “laps” of loop in order to develop whole image of trail rather than distinctly 
recalling its parts and an individual member’s experiences on it, or their fellow group members’ 
experiences as they heard or saw them happen.

• Inability to stop and homogenous surroundings result in fewer opportunities for increasing attachment to 
nature.
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Social Science
◦ Social science is about humans, their experiences, and their social relationships
◦ Two types:  Quantitative and qualitative
◦ Quantitative:

◦ Survey research; broad, say things about populations
◦ Inferential statistics: “[x]% of riders want [trail feature]”

◦ Qualitative:
◦ Specific, deep; explore more in-depth about a topic

◦ All analysis is systematic using established methods
◦ Two types in MTB research:

◦ Problem research
◦ Exploratory research
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Mountain bikers want what managers don’t want
◦ Chavez (1993)

◦ Already unsanctioned trail development
◦ Bridge-building:  clubs coordinate w/land managers in friendly environment

◦ Repeated IMBA (2007), Brown (2016), Pickering (2010)
◦ Inventory land -> Find unsanctioned features -> work with club -> sanction trails/features

◦ Unsanctioned trails = mountain bikers’ needs not being met (IMBA (2007), Newsome (2009, 2016), 
Havlick (2016)).

◦ Mountain biking is regional; riders and clubs are regionally based
◦ Know your region, build the right trails the first time
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Push-pull framework
Cessford
(1995)

Symmonds
(2000)

Morey
(2002)

Koemle
(2016)

Siderelis
(2017)

Skar
(2008)

Taylor
(2011)*

Hagen
(2016)*

Push factors:
Motivations

Speed/risk
Exercise
Scenery
Exploration
Relaxation
Physical chall.
Skills chall.
Develop/
improve skills

Speed/
excitement
Exercise
Contemplation
Challenge
Equipment/
attention
Nature/place

Escape
Challenge
Thrill
Risk
Run
Adventure
Exercise
Social

Speed, 
excitement
Fear
Risk
Weightlessness

Pull factors:
Preferences

Steep slopes
Gentle slopes
Turns
Straight trails
Gullies
Bumps/Jumps
Water bars
Gravel
Wood steps
Rock steps

Length (mi)
% singletrack
Vertical 
climbing (ft)
# of peaks
Other users

(Same as 
Morey, plus:)
Singletrack
type
Management 
intensity

Avg. slope
Avg. width
Avoidable 
obstacles
Elev. change
Intersections
Loops
Man-made 
features
Trail alignment 
angle

Singletrack
Flow
Rideable 
climbs
Thrilling trails
Well-marked 
trails
Variety of 
trails
All-weather 
trails

Jumps, drops
Deep ruts
Chutes
Steep berms
Secret trails
Loam

* = qualitative



Current research
Framework:  Push-Pull framework

Nationwide sample, cover variety of riding types, experience levels

Mixed methods:  qualitative, then quantitative

Other data (important in past lit):  
◦ Experience level:  stated, actual

◦ Stated:  “I’m a beginner/intermediate/advanced rider,” “I’m experienced,” “I’m pretty new”
◦ Actual:  “I’ve been riding for [x] years,” “I ride [x] times per year/month/week”

◦ Difficulty
◦ Trail difficulty, information-gathering tactics

Funded by Lloyd Foundation
◦ Produce management plan for land in Camden, SC (near Columbia)
◦ Collaborate with, sample from Midlands SORBA (Southern Off-Road Bicycling Association)

Goal:  Plan for and build trails suited for different types of riders, that local riders are passionate about



Affect in action/adventure sport
Affective experiences are gaining interest among researchers in action/adventure sports (Hagen 
2017)

Evers (2006) chose to be actively involved in the surfing community to research it “on the level 
of the body and feelings.”

Action/adventure sports are lived experiences.  Through an interactive learning process, 
participants  experience sensations together, and are connected by their feelings.

“The motivation to engage in the action and the pleasure derived from engagement are linked 
to how the body has learnt to be in the world” (Dant & Wheaton 2007).

As a dedicated mountain biker, I have “the insider’s perspective, where social reality can only be 
viewed by those immersed in it” (Bishop, 2007). (on the postmodernist perspective)



Results
Motivations Preferences

Exploration/novelty
Being outdoors/in nature
Freedom

Trails that travel to points of interest, highest elevation points in 
an area, travel through visibly different ecosystems, go to visible 
landmarks

Technical Challenge Uphill: large rocks/objects to hop/maneuver over, tight lines
Downhill: loose surface, large variations in tread, i.e. ruts, chutes
Secret/Unsanctioned trails – low management

Social riding Trails/roads that allow climbing/riding as a group uphill
Sections to session; small, discrete challenges with nearby areas to group, 
view friends attempting

Exerting skill/influence/control Slow/technical trails, controlling/balancing over upward 
movements, hopping up rocks/logs/ledges, controlling power

Connection Pushing against the bike/ground

Exercise/fitness

Avoiding fear/risk Roots/obstacles not perpendicular to trail

Flow
Feeling present/fully engaged

Trails with high rugosity – large obstacles that require large, 
whole, rhythmic body movements to traverse – high speed, many 
turns

Fun Extended descending, drops/rock rolls

Fear/Risk Steep slope, exposure, large jumps/drops, high speed



Exploration/Novelty/Adventure
◦ What physical aspects of a trail cause feelings of exploration/adventure?

◦ Build trails with points of interest
◦ Creek crossings, waterfalls, abandoned buildings, cool-looking trees
◦ Fast creek crossings
◦ Trees/overgrowth oriented into a tunnel

◦ Distant visual markers:  covering ground
◦ Being connected with and grounded in the landscape

◦ “Earning” the descent

◦ Travelling through visually distinct areas
◦ From a forest to a meadow



Technical Trails
◦ Uphill technical challenges

◦ Short, discrete; open trail before and after them to give space for preparation and recovery
◦ Combine techniques: mediate position on bike, balance at low speed, pick up wheels, measure pedal stroke, keep traction

◦ Place as alternate lines on climbing trails, clearly mark
OR place as main line on more difficult trails, but sparingly, or w/alternate line

◦ Sessioning
◦ Social aspect of riding; requires same infrastructure as uphill technical challenges
◦ Shared excitement, comradery, facilitated by feature on trail
◦ Also satisfies riders’ individual desire to progress, challenge self

◦ More experienced riders want ways to ride trails differently
◦ Social climbing

◦ Leisure:  anticipation, reflection
◦ Facilitated by wider tread on some climbs, regrouping points on descents



Mountain Bikers Want what Managers Don’t 
Want (redux)

◦ More experienced riders want more difficult descents
◦ Steeper, eroded, looser surface

◦ Fulfill motivations
◦ Fear:  push limits of descending ability, manageable
◦ Riders make themselves slightly uncomfortable on purpose

◦ Common element:  Ruts
◦ Trail pushes back against the rider
◦ Facilitates easier changes in direction and control of the bike, feelings of connection b/t bike and trail
◦ Facilitates flow

◦ Unsanctioned trails, unsustainable trails aren’t going anywhere
◦ Can sustainable trail practices that cause these feelings be substituted?

◦ Line of sight matters
◦ Can include difficult obstacles on less advanced trails, ensure sufficient line of sight over them so riders can assess them on 

approach



Types of riding
Cross-Country

◦ Basically, stuff that’s easy
◦ Little elevation variation, often punchy/steep climbs
◦ Refers to “the local trails”

◦ Where people ride most often becomes internalized in their identity, vs. where/how they ideally ride

Presence of elevation important in determining “type”
◦ Most riders desire longer climbs/descents locally but didn’t have them

Magic number somewhere around 300-400ft
◦ Make a descent feel like an extended descent
◦ Possible in a lot of geographic areas



Results:  Experience
This is the first qualitative study that explores differences in the lived experiences of different 
experience level riders

Mountain biking has multiple dimensions:
◦ Objective – self-evaluating ability to ride trails of a given difficulty level
◦ Social – comparing ability to ride a given trail to others who have ridden trail at same time
◦ Fitness – how long they are able to ride, how fast uphill, overall speed of ride compared to others
◦ Technical – ability to travel downhill at high speeds, overcome difficult technical obstacles



Building for beginners
Height may not matter as much as trail orientation

◦ Orientations that can catch wheel are worse than perpendicular to tread

Trend continues from past literature:  smooth tread

◦ What makes contour flow trails attractive; all experience levels enjoy smooth tread

Presence of rocks and roots matters less than overall rugosity

◦ Bumpy dirt/terrain is worse than visible rocks/roots than can be avoided

◦ Beginners are usually on beginner equipment; “vibrations” result in bad experiences

Constant, firm trail surface is necessary

◦ Pine straw, sand, etc, make traction unpredictable, especially unnerving for less experienced riders

Trail difficulty ratings for beginner trails are probably sufficient

Need larger beginner sample to expand on results



Trail difficulty
Actual height of obstacles matters less than orientation

◦ Off-camber obstacles are especially difficult to traverse, were bad for riders intermediate or below

Especially wide treads with lots of line choices are confusing
◦ Experienced riders prefer this, intermediate and beginner disliked

Presence of technical features matters less than their context in the trail
◦ Isolated features with room to assess before, recover after, add to experience

Harder trails require multiple skills at once, or stringing difficult features/sections in a row
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Next steps:  future research
Finish 2nd half of current research

◦ Survey riders nationally, clump discrete groups into rider types and riding types





Riding 
Type 1

Motivations Preferences

External 
Factors

Riding 
Type 2

Motivations Preferences

External 
Factors

Riding 
Type 3

Motivations Preferences

External 
Factors

Riding 
Type 4

Motivations Preferences

External 
Factors



Next steps:  future research
◦ Finish 2nd half of current research

◦ Survey riders nationally, clump discrete groups into rider types and riding types

◦ Develop technical guides for use by clubs, trail planners

◦ New categories will likely use old names with new descriptions

◦ Qualitative completion:  May 2019

◦ Quantitative completion:  August 2019
◦ Technical guide completion:  Spring 2020

◦ Add physical trail numbers to different riding types
◦ Improve data given to trailbuilders from advice to guidelines

◦ Interview key stakeholders, community leaders, expand on key factors in successful MTB development

◦ Content analysis of “favorite trails”




